
     He walks down the hallway, 
headphones in, discon-
nected, but still aware of 

the world around him. The background music 
to this walk is fringe, Regina Spektor’s Grand 
Hotel stands out amidst the indie-rock playlist. 
He enters the interview with a genuine smile, he 
wouldn’t rather be doing anything else. 
     Senior Jakob Morris is the co-captain of 
the cross country team, an active participant in 
variety show and this year’s Director of Show, 
the secretary of the student committee for the 
Rhode Island Department of Education, a musi-
cian, a student with a rigorous course load, and a 
dedicated friend. He is so involved in the world 
around him, sometimes it just needs to be tuned 
out for sanity’s sake. 
     He describes himself as “eclectic” as he sits in 
a chair in the computer lab, shoulders back, and 
maintains eye contact listening intently to each 
question. 
     As one of many academically motivated 
students at Lincoln High School, Jakob is en-
rolled in four AP courses this year. Despite this 
challenge, he soldiers on, trying to get everything 

     Suburban teens and 
heroin abuse are two of the 
last terms you’d think go 

together. Although not locally, heroin abuse and 
addiction in suburban teens, and in general, is a 
nationwide epidemic. It’s a big problem some 
people fail to see, and it’s starting where you’d 
least expect it; prescription drugs.
     Prescription drugs can be given out by doctors 
for reasons such as a sports injury pain killer, 
or anti-depressants. According to narconon.org, 
over 11 million kids were being put on anti-de-
pressants alone since 2003, and the total number 
of legal prescriptions out per year has gone up 
almost 40% since then. These prescription drugs 
include anything from opioid painkillers to pre-
scription stimulants.
     But the entire problem isn’t prescription drugs 
itself, rather what the effect of them are. Prescrip-
tion drugs are most often abused by teens, and if 
they begin to build a tolerance for prescriptions 
(which they often do), they stop taking them. And 
turn to other drugs. 
     Mrs. Bedrossian, a phys-ed and health teacher 
here at LHS, thinks the nationwide Heroin drug 
problem is a big concern, and “will impact this 
community, if it hasn’t already.” “The drug 
problem,” Bedrossian explains, “stems from 
people abusing prescription drugs, when they 
can’t get their prescription anymore. People 
turn to heroin next as the best way to attain that 
same high. This problem plagues many countries 
around the world and the USA is not immune to 
it.” Prescription drugs are basically gateways that 
allow teens to use heroin.
     Some people may not know the dangers of 
heroin, as well as other drugs, and that the over-
use of these drugs can lead to fatal overdoses. 
As of 2008, fatal drug overdoses now kill more 
Americans than motor vehicle accidents. Not 
only that, but statistics show the death toll from 
drugs is continuing to rise. 
     In Rhode Island, there were 182 reported 
drug overdose deaths, compared to 257 in 2015; 
a 70% increase in accidental drug overdose 
deaths. Also, there has been a 135% increase in 
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 I have never been one 
to ‘blame the victim’. I 
will never say that a vic-

tim of sexual assault should have been wearing 
looser or longer clothing, should have drank less, 
or should have somehow altered their behavior or 
appearance in order to avoid being attacked and 
violated. 
     We live in a society where objectifying and 
sexualizing women is mundane; it has come to 
be expected, and we don’t seem as shocked as 
we should be anymore when we hear of rape and 
sexual assault cases. When presidential candi-
dates are revealed to have a past of condoning 
and even performing acts of sexual assault, we, as 
a society, do not respond properly. 
     “When you’re a star, they let you do it, you 
can do anything,” Trump is heard boasting in 
a tape released from 2005. Far more vulgar 
comments are heard from Trump in this tape, 
comments that are offensive to me and should 
be offensive to the rest of the population. He is 
heard suggesting that women are objects, avail-
able to him for his pleasure and nothing more. He 
is heard granting permission for Howard Stern, 
the radio host with whom Trump is conversing, to 
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call his daughter a “piece of a**”. 
     And yet, Trump still maintains support from 
Americans. Some of whom are calling for a re-
peal of the Nineteenth Amendment, claiming that 
rescinding women’s right to vote would allow for 
a Trump presidency. 
     Seriously? 
     Twitter user @Samandjunk puts it perfectly: 
“How about instead of #repealthe19th, we only 
let women vote for the next 131 years so we’re 
all even?” 
     This is what our country has come to. Maybe 
I’m being “too sensitive” and my femininity and 
hormones are clouding my brain with thoughts 
that cause me to overreact and act rashly. But 
sexual harassment is such a prominent issue in 
our country that a nominee for president is quoted 
as having said horrific things about women, am I 
supposed to be okay with that? Am I supposed to 
fall into the “boys will be boys” idea and pretend 
that everything is okay? 
     Misogynistic people are everywhere. Not that 
this is acceptable, necessarily, but it took us 131 
years to even gain the right to vote and it has 
been ninety-six years since, and this misogyny 
is still an issue. Therefore, it’s up to us. We need 

to fight back against this insanity, proving that 
we are respectable, we are intelligent, and we are 
worthy of equality. 
     Glass ceilings still exist. As said by Melissa 
Marchonna, digital marketer for the New York 
Jets, “Teach your daughters to worry less about 
fitting into glass slippers and more about shat-
tering glass ceilings.” Stop worrying about what 
that boy might think of you, or trying to make 
him happy by degrading yourself. More and more 
girls are sending nude pictures of themselves to 
boys they don’t even know. Are we kidding? 
     We cannot rant and rave and 
debate and deplore over the way 
we are treated if we are condon-
ing it. Men did not give us our 
right to vote, we fought for it. By 
the same token, men 
will 

     As the beloved 
Spirit Week is upon 

us, the students of Lincoln High School are all 
anxiously awaiting the best week of the school 
year. The seniors are filled with excitement and 
happiness as they approach their last Spirit Week, 
the juniors are practicing more than any other 
class to perfect their skit, the sophomores are 
busy making sure their skit dance is flawless, and 
the freshmen are making sure they have every-
thing in line for their first ever Spirit Week. 
     Spirit Week, though commonly known as the 
most competitive week during the school year, is 
truthfully the most unifying. The most important 
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thing to remember during Spirit Week is to get 
involved. Involving yourself with skit night, 
battle, the homecoming football game, as well as 
the homecoming dance allows students to gain 
the full experience that Spirit Week has to offer. 
Design the class banner, dance and act in skit, 
and participate in an event during battle. Yell as 
loud as you can, and become an active participant 
for your class. By doing these simple things, you 
will not only be having fun, but you will also be 
supporting and representing Lincoln High School 
as a whole.
     Along with participating in skit and battle, it 
is very important to participate in the food drive 

and the coin war. This is a great opportunity to 
donate to charity and give back. Contrary to what 
many students think, the food drive and coin war 
can earn you and your class just as many points 
as winning skit or battle can. This year the classes 
are assigned the following canned goods: Se-
niors- corn and cranberry sauce, Juniors- carrots 
and stuffing, Sophomores- pies and instant pota-
toes, and Freshmen- Squash pumpkin, and gravy. 
As far as the coin drive goes, remember pennies 
are positive points for your class and silver coins 
are negative points. With that said, remember 
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not simply stop ob-
jectifying, harassing, 
assaulting, sexualizing, 

and whatever other verb we can throw in there. 
We need to fight for it. 
     Ladies: we are not to blame here. But we are 

It’s one of those 
rainy days. No 

way you can do anything outside because the rain 
endlessly pours down. It feels like a do-nothing 
day where all you 
want to do is lounge 
around in sweat-
pants and a t-shirt. 
You find yourself 
laying on the couch 
wondering what to 
do today. So what 
do you do? You’re 
probably thinking, 
I watch Netflix 
of course!  or  I’ll 
check social media. 
But what you aren’t 
thinking is why 
don’t I curl up with 
a nice book and 
read?
     Reading has 
become a thing of 
the past for most 
people. Society is 
always moving, 
and technology is 
always growing, 
leaving no time for us to pick up a book and 
read. Sure we have E-Books or apps that allow 
us to buy digital copies of books, but there are so 
many other things we can do in our free time that 
we decide these aren’t even worth our time.
     One of the biggest reasons why people don’t 
want to read is the invention of the cell phone. 
We all know that we’re addicted, don’t try to hide 
it. If you are one of the few people who aren’t 
addicted to their phone, I congratulate you. You 
are one of the few people who have evaded the 
lures of technology. The rest of us, we have to 
learn to be a little less dependant. I’m not saying 
that we need to discard cell phones altogether. 
I myself am guilty of being addicted. All I’m say-
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Dear Mrs. Michelle Obama

Art of Reading
To read or not to read?

ing is we have to learn to put down the cell phone 
from time to time and maybe enjoy a good book.
     I’m a fan of reading. Once I find a good book, 
I can’t put it down. I know a lot of people don’t 

share this interest. I mean 
come on. Half of you probably 
stopped reading this article after 
I brought up the idea of reading 
(for the half of you that are 
still reading this, I thank you). 
However, reading is something 
important that we need to con-
sider. Society has always been 
concerned with illiteracy, that’s 
why schools are always focused 
on reading and writing skills. 
But I believe society needs 
to now shift their focus to the 
growing problem of alliteracy. 
Let me start by clarifying the 
differences between these two 
terms. Illiteracy is the inability 
to read or write. Alliteracy is 
having the ability to read or 
write, but then deciding not to. 
Many people in not only Amer-
ica, but also here in Lincoln fall 
into the aliterate category.
     I walked around the cafeteria 

one day asking students whether they had read 
a good book lately. Some of the response I got 
included, “Why would I read?” or “Reading is 
for nerds.” For the people whose response would 
have been similar to those of you classmates, I 
want you to know that reading actually has many 
benefits that you are missing out on. Reading can 
be stress relieving. After a long day of analyzing 
speeches and historic documents, reading a book 
of choice can actually reduce the stress your brain 
is feeling. It provides your brain with a necessary 
break to relax. Reading also has many academic 
benefits. It can build your vocabulary and help 
with analyzing texts in class. Not only that, but 
it builds grammar skills and makes you a better 
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responsible for putting a stop to it. As the say-
ing goes, if you want something done right, do 
it yourself. It won’t happen unless we make it 
happen. Throw away your glass slippers and stop 
trying to find Prince Charming-- you do not need 
a man to bring you up above the glass ceiling. 
Shatter the glass ceiling while wearing stilettos 
instead; they look better on you anyway. 

Please turn READING, page 11

Women
From page 1

     I 
can 
re-

member being in the 
fourth grade, lining up 
behind every other kid in 
my class, all of us stand-
ing in the hallway of my 
tiny elementary school 
in South Florida. They 
had set a mock election 
booth in the cafeteria, so 
that every student, grades 
k-8, could put in their 
own vote for the 2008 
election.
     Writing in pen on a 
piece of scrap printer pa-
per, between two pieces 
of propped up cardboard 
in place of a booth, I 
casted my vote into the 
carved shoebox… Barrack Obamas.
     Horrible misspellings aside, Obama won in 
my school’s election by a landslide. I can still 
see my class erupting in celebration (and a sigh 
or two of disappointment) as they announced the 
winner over the intercom, teachers and faculty 
jumping and cheering alongside us. 
     Now, I know I’ve grown a lot since my first 
time casting a vote. Back then, I based my opin-
ion solely on who I heard my parents praise at 
the dinner table, and now that I’m coming close 
to the age where I can actually express my own 
opinion in an election, I should be excited. Every 
since I was a little girl, I’ve always been inter-

ested in history and politics, 
noseley butting into every 
conversation I was often 
told- as politely as possible- 
was grown-folk business. 
Voting was something I’ve 
always wanted to do since 
I first casted that vote into 
that shoebox, because I was 
told and told again that every 
vote mattered. 
     That mine mattered.
     One of my heroes grow-
ing up elected the first time, 
and then the second, and I 
truly believed, and still do, it 
is because we the American 
people believed in and voted 
for him. 
     Now it’s time to vote 
again. I’ve told you all in a 
previous editorial that I was 

scared, that I was angry. Well, I’m not anymore. 
Scared, I mean, because I’m still plenty angry.
     Remarks made by our First Lady Michelle 
Obama at the Democratic National Convention 
not only consoled me in the terms of this election, 
but showed me once again that as a nation we are 
making progress. Slowly, but surely, progress is 
being made in the United States of America.
     Our President’s citizenship and faith has 
been questioned time and time again by hateful 
language from public figures on all forms of 
media, but as our First Lady mentioned, this type 
of behavior “does not represent the true spirit of 
this country. How we explain that when someone 

First lady Michelle Obama endorses Hillary Clinton. 
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     On July 19, 1969 Senator 
Edward Kennedy and five 
other men held a party 

on Chappaquiddick Island. The island, off of 
Martha’s Vineyard, became synonymous with the 
corruption of people in power the follow-
ing morning, when the dead body of Mary 
Jo Kopechne was found in a sunken car in 
Poucho Pond. 
     The party was a reunion of the “Boiler 
Room Girls” that had worked diligently for 
Robert Kennedy’s presidential campaign. 
There were six married men present, includ-
ing Ted Kennedy, along with the six single 
women that had been in charge of communicat-
ing with the state directors of the campaign daily 
in 1968. They spent the day sailing around the 
island, and drinking heavily, a vice that may have 
played a role in the death of Kopechne. The party 
continued into the following morning, but it was 
later testified that Ted took the keys to his black 
Oldsmobile from his personal driver, and left 
with Kopechne around the midnight hour.
     Ted said he offered Kopechne a ride home, 
but took a wrong turn along the way. However, 
testimony by Christopher “Huck” Look claims 
that the Oldsmobile stopped on the side of a road. 
Thinking the driver was lost at such a late hour, 
he got out of his car to offer assistance, but the 
driver then proceeded to back towards him and 
squealed away from the scene. Whichever is the 
truth, sometime after the two left the party, the 

     These days it is becom-
ing more and more common 
to know someone who 

identifies as transgender, or hear about these 
individuals in the media. Recently, Bruce Jen-
ner, now known as Caitlyn Jenner, came out as 
transgender, and others such as Jazz Jennings and 
Laverne Cox are prominent, well-known people 
in this community. As attention on the transgen-
der community grows, it is important that we are 
able to know the truth about these people in order 
to respect and understand them.
     Transgender is a relatively new term, gaining 
“widespread popularity in the 1990s,” according 
to The News Minute. 
ABC News reports that although it is difficult to 
determine an exact number, experts estimate that 
700,000 transgender people live in the US. This 
number is hard to find due to doctors not releas-
ing findings. In addition, The New York Times 
states that currently there are no national surveys 
that answer the question. When just narrowing 
the transgender community down to teenagers, 
researchers “sense that that the number is prob-
ably between 0.5 percent and 1.5 percent,” says 
Dr. Greytak to The New York Times. 
     Interestingly enough, The New York Times 
also reported that more teenagers identify as 
transgender than adults. One reason for this is 
how a survey asking the question is conducted. 
How the question is worded could influence the 
response. For example, a student survey could 
ask, “Do you identify as: a) male, b) female or 
c) transgender?” Dr.  Greytak says that this is 
“a terrible question because you can only select 
one...so you get bad data.” And of course, some 
teenagers may not answer the question correctly, 
or may rush through the survey and select the 
same letter for every question.
     Unfortunately, in 2011 the National Trans-
gender Discrimination Survey revealed that 
41% of the participants (2,644 out of 6,450) had 
attempted suicide, as reported by Marie Claire. 
This survey also reported that 26% of transgen-
der people lost their jobs due to their identity. 
But among these negative statistics, there are 
positive ones as well. Despite reporting suicide 
attempts and mistreatment in the workplace, the 
survey reported that 78% of transgender people 
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R.I. Department of Education 
considers free PSAT and SAT tests

Increasingly more 
teens identify as 

transgender

  Most high school 
seniors that are applying 
to colleges can agree 

on one thing: they wish they would have started 
standardized testing earlier. Many schools are 
becoming more selective each year, and the 
weight of test scores on applications is becoming 
more daunting. For some students, by the time 
they realize they need to take prep classes for 
the SAT, PSAT, and ACT test, it’s too late. For 
others, they have above-average transcripts and 
involvement in extracurriculars, but are not good 
test-takers and find that their scores disqualify 
them from their top school choices. Governor 
Gina Raimondo and the Rhode Island Depart-
ment of Education have implemented a plan to 
solve some of these problems for students across 
the state.
     Since the SAT is the most widely accepted 
standardized test in northeastern schools, Gover-
nor Raimondo proposed a plan to allow all high 
school sophomores and juniors take the PSAT 
and the SAT one time each in their own schools.     
According to a chart provided by the Rhode 
Island Department of Education, Rhode Island 
public schools have seen a general decline in SAT 
scores over the past few years. This plan is also 
an attempt to reverse that downward trend and 

promote higher scores across the state.
     For students of low-income homes, this is a 
good incentive for them to start testing earlier. 
They will have more chances to take the tests. 
Even though many receive fee waivers for each 
of the tests, the opportunity to take them in 
school is also more convenient for those who 
have trouble going to different places outside of 
school hours.
     The in-school time of the tests is also bet-
ter for students that have commitments on the 
weekends, such as work, sports, or volunteering. 
Studying for the test can also be built into regular 
homework time. When students take the test on a 
Saturday, they are more likely to cram the night 
before. While this may still happen if the test is 
taken during the school day, it would make more 
sense to find time to fit it into the typical student’s 
study schedule, since it’s not as easy to cram on a 
school night versus a Friday night.
     There are many students who don’t qualify for 
fee waivers that have to take the SAT multiple 
times. The cost of taking one or two PSATs and 
at least two SATs (which is what the average 
student does) can add up. Add the average-priced 
SAT prep class and the cost of sending scores to 
schools and the total comes out to a price that is 

car swerved off of Dike Bridge and flipped up-
side down into the water. Ted was able to escape, 
Kopechne did not survive.
     Kennedy testified at his trial that he called her 
name several times and even dove down on sev-

en or eight 
instances in 
an attempt 
to free her 
from the car. 
When he was 
unsuccessful, 
he ran back 
to the party 
and asked 

for help from two of the other men. They later 
claimed later that they too had tried to dive down 
to Mary, without success, and were told to abort. 
Ted, they said, instructed them to return to the 
party and act as though nothing was wrong, he 
would take care of the accident. However, it was 
two fisherman who eventually uncovered the car 
wreck and called for tangible help. 
     Ted did not “take care of the accident” as 
he promised, he waited ten hours to report that 
he knew anything about it. His alibi chronicled 
a late night swim 500 feet back to his hotel in 
Edgartown- the ferry had closed for the night- 
and being too distraught to take further action. 
If he had truly sought help, Mary Jo Kopechne 
may still be alive today. The two fisherman sum-
moned a diver to investigate what they saw, he 

testified: “Had I received a call within five to ten 
minutes of the accident occurring, and was able, 
as I was the following morning, to be at the vic-
tim’s side within twenty-five minutes of receiving 
the call, in such event there is a 
strong possibility that she would 
have been alive on removal from 
the submerged car.” Kopechne was 
alive during the time frame Ted 
supposedly attempted to rescue her, 
but died by suffocating in her own 
air bubble. 
     Although the events of the 
Chappaquiddick incident will never 
be completely clear, what occurred 
as a result of them is. Ted’s wife at 
the time, Joan, suffered a miscar-
riage after attending Kopechne’s 
funeral, and blamed it on the 
incident. At the conclusion of testi-
mony in Ted’s case, it was deemed 
there was not sufficient evidence 
to imprison him, but his license was suspended 
for over six months. His hopes of following his 
older brothers John and Bobby to the Democratic 
presidential seat became impossible to fulfill 
after Chappaquiddick’s blow on his reputation, 
but through a televised speech in the aftermath 
of the scandal, Ted managed to salvage his seat 
in the senate. In under fifteen minutes, he stated, 
among other things, “Whatever the future holds 
for me, I hope that I shall be able to put this most 

recent tragedy behind me, and make some further 
contribution to our state and mankind whether it 
be in public or private life.”
     This immoral act haunted Ted for the rest of 

his life, he even reflected 
as an older man, “I recog-
nize my own shortcomings, 
the faults and the conduct 
of my private life. I realize 
that, I alone am respon-
sible for them.” However, 
many continue to criticize 
his actions and the lack of 
punishment he received for 
them. Many connect his 
freedom to his position of 
power and family name, 
and resent him for it. Yet, 
he was elected as a Mas-
sachusetts state senator 
until he died, and worked 
the rest of his life to re-

deem himself through public service. His private 
life remained rocky, adding his nephew’s rape 
scandal in the late 1990s did not help his reputa-
tion, but he fulfilled a fatherly role for much of 
his extended family, continued to push diligently 
for civil rights and equal opportunity in the law, 
and eventually passed on his legacy through his 
endorsement speech for the current president of 
the United States, Barack Obama.

Accident at Chappaquiddick Island ruins Edward Kennedy’s presidential hopes

Should D.C. gain 
state status?

     As Americans we hold 
certain values and beliefs 
above all else. Those beliefs 

like equality, freedom, hard work, individualism, 
diversity, property, and liberty are supposedly 
ubiquitous throughout our government and served 
worthy causes for our founding fathers to go to 
war over. Though, it may be possible that one of 
those common beliefs has been violated for over 
200 years. In our nation’s capital, it is believed 
that no taxation without representation has not 
been upheld. 
     Washington D.C. has a territorial status, as 
it has been since its implementation into our 
nation’s government, making it so that the only 
representation D.C. receives is a single delegate. 
Though, this delegate, unlike other members of 
the House of Representatives, is not allowed to 
vote on the House floor. Now such would not or-
dinarily be a problem, seeing as a territory is not 
officially part of the United States, but this terri-
tory happens to be the nation’s capital. American 
citizens living in Washington D.C. weren’t even 
allowed to vote for president until the 23rd 
Amendment was ratified into the Constitution in 
1961. Not only that, but any local city spending 
done by D.C. has to be directly approved by Con-
gress, giving the city zero autonomy. They pay 
taxes like any American citizen but those dollars 
are not easily accessible to their local government 
and they don’t receive the representation guaran-
teed under the Constitution. 
     In response to this issue, the people of 
Washington D.C. have proposed that they receive 
state status. Though, if granted, it would come 
with almost as many problems as they currently 
face. Instead of having a lack of representation, 
they would be over represented. They would be 
granted four members in Congress, two Repre-
sentatives and two Senators, the same as Rhode 
Island, the smallest state. Though, Rhode Island 
(1212 square miles) is eighteen times larger than 
Washington D.C. (68 square miles) in land area 
and contains nearly 500,000 additional people. 
Therefore, if granted state status, representation 
among the 51 states would no longer be com-
pletely equal and the representation system may 
have to be completely reformed.
     Ideally, a solution to the problem would come 
somewhere between what Washington D.C. is 
like now and what it would be like with state 

By AidAN eNright
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Dike Bridge on Chappaquiddick Island. 
phOtO COurtesy Of fLiCkr 

Edward Kennedy. phOtO COurtesy Of fLiCkr.

Senior Jess O’Neill studies for the SAT. phOtO by GAbby CArsOn
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Faculty Fast-Talk 
Mr. Ronny Almeida

Your birthday? September 30
Do you believe in Bigfoot? No but I 
do believe in aliens 
Who are you voting for in the presi-
dential election? The best candidate...
me.
Role model? Bigfoot
Favorite Disney movie? Am I 8 years 
old?
Coolest color? Blue
What would your last meal be? Good
If you could date any celebrity, who would you 
choose? I’m married so my wife doesn’t like me 
dating other people
Favorite holiday? Ch-ristmas
What are you thankful for? My family
What is your favorite Thanksgiving food item? 
Dessert
 Biggest fear? Something bad happening to a 
family member
 What would you do if you saw a clown? I see 
clowns all the time.  Oh, you mean an actual 
clown.
 Red Sox or the Yankees? Patriots
Favorite app? The snooze feature on my alarm
 Most important historical event? Reformation
 Best quote? Do something nice for someone 
else...tell my advisory kids that everyday at the 
end of advisory
 Marvel or DC comics? Again, what am I 8 
years old?
 Describe yourself in one word. Stupefying 
If you could live anywhere, where would it be? 
I like where I live but San Francisco is cool.  So 
is Stalingrad. 

Spirit animal? Umm...what?
Dream vacation? Rome ( in Iowa, not 
Italy)
How is your cat doing? I swear the 
thing is going to outlive me.
 Mariah Carey or Beyonce? I’ll pre-
tend I didn’t hear that
If you could be any animal, which 
would you be? I am an animal
College you attended? Rhode Island 

College & Providence College
 Best book to read after a long day? Facebook
 Where was your childhood home? North 
Providence
If you could be any superhero, who would you 
be? My students would tell you I am a superhero 
so I’ve got that covered
Most interesting mythical creature? Bigfoot
 Do you watch the movie before you read the 
book? Sometimes
Odd or even numbers? I don’t like math
Most important day of the year? My birthday
What would school look like if you were the 
principal? No talking, no laughing, no blinking.
Favorite dance move (with demonstration) When 
I dance I look like I am having some sort of medi-
cal emergency
Say the first thing that comes to mind when 
you hear “advisory”?  What has Alexa baked?
Why did you become a teacher? Wanted to 
impart knowledge to future generations 
Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Best song to serenade crush? I already got the 
girl so...
Song you sing in the shower? Oh crap, I’m late 

Got it from my mama

     Every senior at LHS needs 
community service hours in 
order to graduate. But getting 

these hours done doesn’t have to be just another 
thing to add to your already busy schedule. In 
fact, it can actually be a lot of fun. Here are 6 
exciting volunteer opportunities for high school 
students in the state of RI.
Cumberland Public Library: While the website 
doesn’t specify exactly what volunteers will be 
doing, if you love books, you’re sure to love 
working at a library. Go to http://www.cumber-
landlibrary.org/volunteer-application to fill out an 
application.

Hearthside House: The Hearthside is one of 
Lincoln’s most beloved and well-known histori-
cal landmarks. They’re able to keep the house 
open to visitors, but they can only do so with 
the help of volunteers in many different areas, 
including sewing, tour guides, and social media 
outreach. Go to https://www.hearthsidehouse.org/
support#Volunteer to fill out an application.

Ushering at Trinity Repertory Company: 
Trinity Rep’s A Christmas Carol is a decades-old 
Rhode Island tradition that couldn’t go on with-
out the help of dedicated volunteer ushers. They 
need ushers for other shows as well. If there’s 
enough room you’ll get to see the show that you 
ushered for for free. Go to https://www.trinityrep.
com/Online/default.asp for more information.

Roger Williams Park Zoo: They have a wide 
variety of options, including CITs at summer Zoo 
Camp. Most of these opportunities are seasonal 
or accepting applications for the next year as of 
right now, so if you’re looking for something im-
mediate, this isn’t your best option. Go to http://
www.rwpzoo.org/136/volunteer-zoo for more 
information.

Providence Children’s Museum: Many high 
school students at LHS have fond memories 
of going to the Children’s Museum when they 
were younger. Now, you can help today’s kids 
make those same fond memories as well. Some 
opportunities require you to be over 18. Go to 
http://childrenmuseum.org/volunteer.asp for more 
information and to fill out an application.

Ronald McDonald House Providence: This 
organization is in need of a wide variety of 
volunteers, including maintenance volunteers 
and volunteers to lead fun activities for families 
who are going through a difficult time. Some of 
these opportunities require you to be 18 or over. 
Go to https://rmhprovidence.org/how-you-can-
help/volunteer/volunteer-application/ for more 
information. 

Serving outside the 
Lincoln community

     As the music industry 
gets bigger and bigger, 
there are multiple genres 

of music. Music can be interpreted in different 
ways by the listeners. Most interpreters relate 
the songs to their life in one way or another. As 
freshmen enter their first year of high school 
their heads are spinning, juggling the new faces 
and friends, the emotional rollercoaster high 
school brings, new experiences, and a remarkable 
increase in the work load. All of us have been 
through this, and sometimes simple words put 
into sentences just do not convey what freshman 
year can be like.
     Freshman year is predictable to the point 
where a thousand songs through lyrics pin down 
the 182 school days. One song of the many out 
there that can do this is “Fifteen” by Taylor Swift. 
Taylor Swift’s song, “Fifteen” conveys the fifteen 
year old life from walking into high school for 
the first time is like to realizing your true friend-
ships. Taylor swift swiftly describes how you do 
not know who you are yet as a person when you 
are fifteen through the lyric, “This is life before 
you know who you’re gonna be”. Fifteen year 
olds travel through life finding out who they are 
as they take each step in their high schools.
     “I can’t tell where the journey will end, but 
I know where to start” are lyrics from the song 
“Wake Me Up” by Avicii. Avicii conveys the 
unknown aspect of how your high school career 
will go, but you start the journey with every step 
towards the end. Freshmen start the year focused 
on going to class and getting their work done 
for an easier transition into high school, but the 
year goes on and you start to find yourself feeling 
lost because you just do not know where you are 
going to end up. As the year continues on through 

    Where does one’s intelligence truly come from? Such is an 
important question, seeing how an individual’s wit can come 
to determine their entire life’s path. We know it’s hereditary, 
but the origin of intellect is the real question. 

     The saying “I got it from my mama” is often used when the topic is up for discus-
sion, but does this modest phrase have any grounding in fact? Recent inquiry delving 
directly into the matter from Psychology Spot states that children are born with 
conditioned genes that function differently depending upon on the parental unit.
    Many seem to believe that the human genes associated with intelligence are a 
combination coming from both parental units, though, this manner of thinking has 
been proven false by extensive research. The genes commonly considered to be con-
nected with one’s ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills are located on x 
chromosomes.  As you may recall from bio class, women have been found to carry 
two x chromosomes while men only carry one. 
     “Mom genes are activated in the cerebral cortex, where intelligence develops, and 
dad genes are activated in the limbic system, which controls basic feelings like anger, 
hunger, and Superbowl,” quipped  author Lauren Vinopal on fatherly.com. The math 
is quite simple, children are twice as likely to receive their intelligence genes from 
their mothers.
     It has been predicted that a total of 40 to 60 percent of intelligence is hereditary. 
Leaving the remaining percentage entirely dependent upon an individual’s environ-
ment, personal characteristics, as well their intellectual stimulation. 
     This may account for the reaction of some Lincoln High School mothers to whom 
we posed the simple question:  “Do children inherit their intelligence from their 
mothers?” Most remained noncommittal.. They gave the look of confusion, waited 
for the punch line, and were slightly disappointed when one didn’t come. 
     Yet female LHS students were asked, results came back 50-50. Those who replied 
in the affirmative agreed, however,  that there are a variety of factors that can play 
into a person’s intelligence, not just the activated gene from mom. 
     Studies similar to the recent one conducted by Psychology Spot have been going 
on since the mid 90s. Much of what is known about the origin of intellect is either 
speculation or 
guesswork, but 
the little that we 
do know points to 
the female parental 
figure as the most 
likely supplier. 
     Don’t get ahead 
of yourself though, 
because mothers 
are only respon-
sible for supply-
ing the gene for 
intelligence in most 
cases. Much of 
what determines in-
tellect later in life is 
developed through 
other factors like 
environment and 
intellectual stimula-
tion.

Nailing Freshman 
year with lyrics

Research shows that girls’ intelligence stems from their moms
By isABellA diorio 
ANd AidAN eNright
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tOp: Editor-in-Chief Kathryn 
Packard with her mom on 
Thanksgiving of 2015. phOtO 
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Left: Editor-in-Chief Delaney 
Cavanaugh with her mom in 
Kissimmee, FL, for Delaney’s 
National Cheerleading Competi-
tion in 2015. phOtO COurtesy Of 
deLAney 
CAvAnAuGh. 
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How to get a job- and keep it!
 Oh good golly, it’s that 

time in life where you need 
to get a job! You’re prob-

ably scared, though, and you have that English 
paper, that oral presentation in French, and you 
may or may not have exhibition class.  More 
likely than not, you’re most likely a junior or se-
nior (sophomores and freshmen can get jobs, but 
you need a lot more paperwork). You’re probably 
thinking, “How can I manage so many projects 
and assignments and find a job?”
      You’re life may be difficult, but fun fact: In 
Anglo-Saxon times, you would already be dead! 
With that hopeful advice out of the way, let’s get 
into the nitty gritty of what jobs are available to 
you, and how you can work up to getting paid 
something!
     Why should I get a job? I hope you’re jok-
ing.
     Where to look: My best advice to start out 
looking for a job is go to your local mall or other 
local establishments and see if any positions are 
available. Now I may not know much about local 
jobs, or anything, really, but I am your expert 
so let’s dig in! Some local jobs may not be what 
you’re looking for, it’s best to look elsewhere 
to make sure you see all of your options. The 
next big step to look would be to check bigger 
corporations like “Target”, or “Walmart”, or 
“Victoria’s Secret” to get a job.I personally spent 
eight months of searching and irritation,until I 
finally landed a seasonal job at Best Buy. Is that 
a good thing? Who cares, it’s a job! If you’re a 
real stickler for where you want to work, and you 
don’t like any local or bigger business around 
you, network network network network! Ask 
around, pull some strings, see if someone who is 
working can help you land that golden minimum 
wage job! And remember, Massachusetts mini-
mum wage is “$10.”
     Where to NOT look: When I was going 
through the process, I got very desperate for a 
job. The job market for students our age in Rhode 
Island isn’t in the hiring mood right now. But you 
might be in luck! Those pesky college kids are 
gone, hurrah! But you definitely should hold off 
on uploading your resume on job websites like, 
“Monster.com” or other searching websites. The 
way those websites work is that companies read 
your resume, think you’re at least semi-decent, 
and call you! The problem for you is that these 
jobs are mostly insurance agencies trying to 
pyramid-scheme you and take advantage of your 
naive youth. Unless you want to work there, all 
the power to you, I suggest looking for more 
notable businesses.
     Applying: You’re going to end up hating 
this. Applying to businesses is easily the most 
annoying part of the job experience. Let’s take 
a popular establishment like “Target” and go 
through their application process: Target, a bigger 
business, likes to know more personal things 
about you, such as your Social Security Number, 
and asks about one hundred questions in order 
to gauge if you’re fit to run a cash register. Let’s 
also look at a smaller company like “Toy Vault”: 
Your name, address, city,state,phone number, and 
zip code are needed, along with your educa-
tion and employment history. Automatically the 
employment history can put us high schoolers 
behind the curb, since most of our employment 
history will be volunteering work. Next up, refer-
ences: I hope you’re ready to memorize every 
detail about your references. Every single ap-
plication will ask you for one or more references 
to make sure you’re not completely incompetent. 

If you’re like me and never bothered to memorize 
Landmark Medical Center’s phone number, have 
fun filling up your internet search history with the 
same website endlessly.
Though, that’s probably the best thing you’re 
looking up.... And so then a smaller place like 
Toy Vault will ask questions like: What do you 
know about toys? Describe your people skills, are 
you familiar with Magic The Gathering or other 
card games, and so on! If you’re applying to a 
job, make sure you have a little knowledge about 
the job you’re applying to!
     Big or Local Businesses? Businesses, big or 
small, can differ a lot more to someone tackling 
the job market for the first time. For example, big 
businesses, like Target, will complete extensive 
background checks, call former employers or 
references and  will even drug test you.  A “Mom 
and Pop” shop may not go to such great lengths.  
This may or may not make securing employment 
easier  with a small shop easier, but big busi-
nesses also have bigger benefits. For example, a 
seasonal job at Best Buy pays beyond minimum 
wage, health benefits, and discounting on all 
products in the store. While some local busi-
nesses may have smaller benefits, they could be 
more aligned to you, but they will almost always 
be different.
     Interviewing: The days leading up to an inter-
view can be incredibly nerve-wracking and scary 
the first few times around. For my first interview, 
I went to bed very early, woke up, and got ready 
two hours before I needed to, all for an interview 
at Walmart. After going in, I was asked only one 
question, “How have you gone above and beyond 
helping out a customer?” I answered with the 
obvious answer of helping out a delirious, bloody, 
elderly patient at Landmark Medical Center by 
barricading the door so the nurse could accurately 
put the needle in. I did not get the job. Smaller 
businesses, as I have heard from students, very 
rarely require any interviewing at all. While 
I think that’s very strange, smaller businesses 
most likely just need any hands they can get. 
The questions and wording you will get from the 
interviewer will almost always differ in order or 
way asked, but businesses usually ask the same 
questions in various ways. Some of these include, 
“How do you feel about employee theft?”, “Have 
you been convicted of a felony?”, “ want to work 
here?” and so on. Don’t be nervous and don’t 
wear jeans.
     Waiting: The worst part is post-interview 
is waiting. “Do I have the job?” “Do I not have 
the job?” Just like calling to get an interview, 

sometimes you need to call post-interview to see 
if you got the job. This only applied for Walmart, 
which, looking back, had a very terrible hiring 
system. But I digress. Other companies (especial-
ly bigger businesses) are very orderly and helpful 
in contacting you about your job status.
      The Job: From here on out, the road of “job-
hood” is much more in line of common sense. 
Don’t be late on your first day (Or ever), don’t 
steal, don’t harass employees or customers, don’t 
steal. And of course, make sure you’re at least 
decent at your job. You’re a highschooler, no one 
is expecting you to develop a caffeine addiction 
in order to mop up the floors in aisle seven.
     Keeping The Job: Please refer to the last 
section. Really, you chose this job. You know 
what you signed up for, you’re very capable of 
doing this. Most (most) jobs at our age will not 
throw you to the sharks, and you will have an 
orientation and guidance to help you on your way 
to becoming a minimum age worker! Good Job 
(Get it?)!

FBLA members learn 
key business lessons

Future Business Leaders 
of America is the largest 
career-oriented student 

organization in the world. Many schools across 
America offer this program. On October 17 
Lincoln’s FBLA chapter, one of the largest in 
Rhode Island, attended the state’s fall leader-
ship conference. At this event, students had the 
opportunity to meet students from other schools 
that were also part of the program and got to see 
what is going on in other FBLA organizations in 
Rhode Island. Lincoln had the largest attendance 
at the event, with over forty students. On this day, 
seniors Matthew Mardo and Ashley Votta were 
inducted into the State Executive board, Mat-
thew as Vice President and Ashley as Secretary. 
Many students participated, and they were able 
to learn new things about business and what is 
going on within the program. Sophomore Brett 
Bessette said, “I definitely took a lot away from 
this experience, I enjoyed meeting all the other 
schools and learning about all of the great things 
that other chapters are planning.” 
     LHS students learned that other programs are 
considered very small compared to the Lin-
coln Chapter. Other schools throughout Rhode 
Island might have only twenty participating 
members within the organization. This does not 
allow them to have as many events as chapters 
around Lincoln’s size. LHS’ chapter is able to 
have events like the spring fashion show, where 
over sixty students participate every year. Aside 
from just meeting other students from different 
schools, everyone got the chance to meet the 
National President of FBLA, who came to the 
event from Missouri. President Neil Patel got to 
share his wisdom with the students and what he 
has learned over the years in FBLA. The Lincoln 
chapter encourages students to take part in this 
program and to take advantage of all the opportu-
nities that are provided within in the school.
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You’ve got... EGGPLANT?
      In today’s day and 
age, no one gets letters 
in the mail unless it’s 

bills or magazine subscriptions to their favorite 
stores. It’s always a surprise when an envelope 
comes in with your name handwritten with a 
stamp. If getting a handwritten letter isn’t weird 
enough, the world has found a way to make 
receiving mail even more interesting. 
      The latest fad in the world of postal 
service is purple, green, and edible. If you 
haven’t guessed already it’s an eggplant. 
Yes they can be bought at your local 
Stop and Shop for around two dollars a 
piece, but for twenty dollars, probably not 
including shipping and handling,  you can 
use this fruit to send anonymous mail to a 
person of your choice, from anywhere in 
the world. 
     Although the company, Eggplant 
Mail, doesn’t encourage the eating of the 
eggplants you receive in the mail, they 
do encourage you to leave a customized 
message for whoever you’re sending it 
too. Launched in March of this year, the 
company has already started trending on 
social media and, has placed many eggplants in 

mailboxes across the world. 
     So what kind of messages are people sending? 
Well they can send anything that they’d like, but 
they do specify that the eggplants are meant as 
a gag gift and not a tool for harassing students. 
Lincoln High School students have even received 
some anonymous eggplant mail of their own.  
     Juniors Alexandra Theroux and Julia Lom-

Student and part-time employee Ashley Votta handles customer receipts at Eggs Up. 
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As of 2014, 

18%
of high school 
students had 

part-time jobs.

85
LHS students 

are members of 
the Future Busi-
ness Leaders of 

America.
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a day in the life of lhs

out of school that he can. He values the 
foundation of education, and upon graduat-
ing in June, his goal is to “...get some sort 
of culminating experience that I’ll be able 
to look back on a few years down the road 
and then be able to point to that one thing or 
that one set of things that really made it all 
memorable and really brought everything 
into one big accomplishment or thing that I 
did.” His major focus lies in things that make 
an impact on him, and the things that he can 
use to make an impact. Those things are 
usually taught in the social science classes, 
like AP U.S. History and AP Comparative 
Government,  because, he says, “I’m just so 
fascinated by it, I love it and when I do the 
work, no matter how much work there is, I 
love doing it because I am just so fascinated 
by what I am learning and the values I am 
learning from it.”
     One of the activities that has contributed a 
large part to his high school career is running 
for LHS’ cross country team. After sign-
ing up at the class of 2017’s freshman roar, 
Jakob went from occasionally running on 
his own to being one of the top runners on 
the team. The camaraderie of the team kept 
him coming back, and as a senior he is now a 
captain, trying to encourage the next genera-
tion of runners to follow in his steps. Evan 
Thompson, a junior on the team, expressed 
that Jake “keeps everything pretty relaxed 
and is serious when he needs to, and doesn’t 
abuse his power.” Jake responded,  “... it was 
very easy for me to want to have that desire 
to help people, and the surprising aspect of 
it is how well people took it, how well I’m 
able to work with people, how well everyone 
is able to work with each other.” Slacking 
off is not how he got where he is, pushing 
himself every workout did. In the brewing 
heat of summer mornings, he pushed himself 
far out of his comfort zone. Instead of going 
for a light jog when he felt sick, he pushed 
himself through a workout. By example, he 
encourages the incoming freshman to do 
the same, even if the work does not always 
reap the best results. He comments, “...by 
the time you’ve run this long, you are going 
to eventually physically plateau, I have so 
much more on my plate now, especially with 
the job and all my academic rigor. But this 
has not taken away my love for the sport. I 
feel this is better than if I based my love of 
the sport solely on how well I did in races.” 
Letting defeat get to his head would ruin the 
positive experiences he has drawn from this 
sport, so he chooses to stay optimistic, appre-
ciate what he has been able to accomplish, 
and look forward to the future. 
     Morris channels his dramatic side through 
other activities. Describing one of these 
outlets, he says, “My guilty pleasure is prob-
ably reality shows. I mean, I like to say that I 
don’t like drama, but in reality I thrive off of 
drama. It just gives me a really entertaining 
outlet to not think about stressful things, and 
think about other people’s stressful things.” 
His own dramatics have been highlighted in 
his performances with the LHS variety show 
ensembles. He describes these collaborations 
as “life-changing”, and was given the role of 
Director of Show in the 51st annual show. 
His experience as assistant comedy in last 
year’s show certainly gave him the experi-
ence to support this aspiration. He reflects, “I 
have no doubt in my mind that the comedy 
ensemble is the craziest bunch of people that 

this school has to offer. Every single practice 
there was something I could point to that I 
thought was memorable. By the time the show 
came around we were just so satisfied with the 
work we put into it and the experience we had 
while doing that work, that was just amazing.” 
He beams just describing the connections he 
made, but blushes a little bit when it comes to 
the amount of take-out he consumed during 
the weeks leading up to the final performance, 
supplementing with: “I’m pretty sure I’d go to 
Coffee Connection or Dunkin in the morn-
ing just to load up on donuts and coffee to get 
through the day, by the time noon rolls around, 
next thing I know I have an entire table full of 
Asia Grille that the ensemble is just chow-
ing down on. I usually just want to eat dinner 
before I leave so that I can have one more meal 
with everybody, so I usually just stow away in 
the auditorium and have three large pizzas with 
the tech crew or something.”
     Variety show also provides an opportu-
nity for him to share the piano talent he has 
developed over the years. Music has played the 
most influential role in Jakob Morris’ life. He 
began in fourth grade with a saxophone, which 
eventually was joined by the desire to master 
the piano. He says, “I’m at my best in terms 
of piano skills, I’ve joined the jazz band, I did 
variety show for piano. Towards the end of 
my sophomore year, I started writing my own 
music. I came out with my first extended play 
in April of my sophomore year, and my first 
album came out October of my junior year. I 
actually have another EP set to be released this 
November, so I am chugging out songs as much 
as I can, and I just love it. I’ve loved getting 
into the production aspect as well as perfor-
mance.” Music is the best example of his per-
severance, Jake does not give up when things 
get hard. He knows what he wants, and pushes 
to get it. Tori Tallo, a sophomore and one of his 
friend, adds, “I would describe Jake as someone 
who is really hard working and knows how to 
go after the things he wants. He’s really talented 
with all the things he’s involved in and it shows 
great leadership quality and determination.” In 
music, he pushes to achieve the right sound, in 
life he pushes to achieve the goals that are right 
for him. 
     Among these goals is the drive to get into 
a good college to attend next school year. He 
is looking at colleges that matches his variety 
of interests and says, “I also like colleges that 
are extremely diverse, that have people across 
all different cultures. Where the student body 
doesn’t compete with each other, but they help 
each other.” He hopes that this will prepare 
him for an internationally focused diplomatic 
position in the future, maybe even for public 
office someday. Music may take a backseat to 
these dreams, but he is determined to continue 
to learn more about this passion, while also 
learning about his other interests. 
     Jake is currently exploring the world 
of workers and policy makers through two 
positions, one at Honey Dew, the other as the 
secretary of Rhode Island’s Department of 
Education’s student council. He is one of the 
most reliable employees at the Honey Dew 
on Front Street, filling in for people when 
they cannot make it and often closing shop on 
weeknights. This job takes up afternoons or 
nights anywhere from three to six days of his 
week, and has given him a glimpse of entering 
the workforce. It is the position on the Depart-
ment of Education council that has given him 
experience in the competitive field he hopes 

to enter. Of his interest in pursuing his initial 
role of LHS’ representative, he remarks “I’ve 
always enjoyed looking into policy making 
functions. I’ve always been into history and 
the social sciences, and I thought this would 
be a really good outlet to hone those skills 
of policy making and working with commis-
sioners and chairpersons and all that. I feel 
like I have been very involved and it has been 
very good for me because that interest is very 
genuine.” After being elected secretary, his 
responsibilities expanded to include writing 
what happens at each meeting, sending them 
to the commissioner for approval and to the 
public schools, so that they stay informed 
of what is discussed. Furthermore, he adds, 
“We are working on a project right now to 
establish some subcommittees, and my job as 
secretary of the whole council would be to go 
throughout all of those smaller councils and 
really keep tabs on what they’re doing.” 
     It does not seem possible to accomplish 
all of these things in a day’s work, but 
Jakob makes it work. He has a set schedule 
that works for him, “I get home from cross 
country every day at about 4:45-5:00. That’s 
enough time to get in a power nap of sorts 
before work, which starts at 7. We close at 
ten o’clock at Honey Dew, but by the time I 
lock all the doors and stuff and either walk or 
drive home, it could be around 10:30-10:45. I 
do as much as I can within a half hour/ forty 
five minutes because I just gotta get to bed by 
eleven, otherwise I’ll be dead the next day. 
Every morning I leave my house at 6:15, I 
grab a coffee, and get to school at 6:30. I am 
literally the first student here every morn-
ing. It’s great because I have an entire hour 
window, in the academic setting of the school 
where I can just finish up my work, if I need 
to.” It is a wonder that he has time to breathe 
between all of this, but his secret lies in the 
power nap. Whenever there is a free window 
of time, he gets rest, everyone needs their 
beauty sleep!
     Despite his extremely busy agenda, Jakob 
is foremost a friend. Describing the relation-
ships he seeks out, he remarks “I generally 
tend to look for like- minded people. Just 
people that I can relate to, not so much intel-
lectually, more like socially. What we think 
about and what we look for in other people 
together.” This likeness is apparent when it 
comes to the “ideal hangout”. His dream date 
takes place in downtown Providence, and his 
friends supplement that they enjoy spending 
time with him, walking the streets or hanging 
out at Providence Place. However, his diverse 
interests also allow him to make connections 
with many different people. Even if there is 
only one thing they share in common, they all 
look up to him as a role model. Tori reflects 
“I couldn’t ask for a better friend who pushes 
me to be my best and is always there when I 
need him.” Evan adds, “...he is a good friend 
of mine, he is funny and knows when things 
get out of hand and tells everyone to get it 
under control and he is really passionate about 
everyone’s well-being.” 
     Jakob Morris is dedicated to making an 
impact on the world around him, and he does 
this by giving his best effort in life. He is hu-
man, and makes mistakes, as we all do, but he 
has accepted this minor setback and continues 
to lead a fulfilling life, singing, laughing, and 
playing his music all the while.

Everyone’s best friend
A feature on Jakob Morris

Continued from Page One
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Does school start too early?
     Students at Lincoln High 

School are always work-
ing hard to get good 

grades and perform well on state testing, but at 
what cost? The school day starts at 7:30 a.m., 
forcing students to wake up very early in order to 
get to school on time. What effect does this have 
on a teenager’s work ethic in the classroom? Is 
7:30 a.m. too early to be starting school?
     The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention recommends that high schools start 
no earlier than 8:30 a.m. However, fewer than 
20 percent of high schools actually follow this 
guideline. The results of a survey taken of fifty-
one LHS students show that 96 percent of stu-
dents wake up at 6:30 a.m. or earlier to make sure 
they are in class when the bell rings. According 
to clinical sleep psychologist Ellie McGlinchey, 
“When students wake up at 6:30 a.m. or earlier 
to make it to school on time, they physiologically 
feel like it’s the middle of the night.” This can 
have a large effect on students’ ability to focus 
and learn in the classroom.
     The National Sleep Foundation states that, 
“teens need about 8 to 10 hours of sleep each 
night to function best”. According to the survey, 
only 12 percent of students get eight or more 
hours of sleep on an average school night. This 
result suggests that students go to bed late at 
night and wake up early in the morning. Why 
can’t students just go to bed earlier so they don’t 
feel tired when they wake up? They don’t have 
the time.
     Lincoln High School highly encourages 
students to join extracurricular activities. This 
alone takes up a lot of time in a student’s day. 
As a result, many students are forced to balance 
extracurriculars, sports, homework, jobs, chores, 
and family time. Twenty four hours may seem 

like a lot of time, but when students have so 
many activities and so much work to do that time 
quickly shortens.
     To the right is a pie chart showing which 
activities take up certain portions of a high 
school student’s day. The two activities students 
do that take up the most time are sleeping and 
school. Students are at school for approximately 
seven hours each day, and eight hours of sleep 
at night is considered the “healthy amount”. 
Already, those twenty four hours are shortened 
to just nine. Assume a student spends one hour 
completing chores, and one hour getting ready in 
the morning. That leaves seven hours left in a stu-
dent’s day. In most cases, students have four core 

By keri cArNAhAN

Lion’s RoaR staff

     Thanksgiving is a holiday celebrated on the 
fourth Thursday of November every year to give 
thanks for all the things life has to offer. This 
holiday was first celebrated in Plymouth, Mas-
sachusetts during the year 1621, by the Pilgrims 
and Wampanoag Indians. The Pilgrims and Wam-
panoag Indians gathered together for an autumn 
celebration to give thanks to God and to feast. 
Although this came to be known as the “First 
Thanksgiving”, Thanksgiving didn’t become a 
national holiday in the United States until the 
year 1863.
     During the 19th century, a strong female voice 
pushed for Thanksgiving to be established as a 
national holiday. This leading voice belonged 
to a woman named Sara Josepha Hale, who was 
a novelist and magazine editor at the time, and 
wrote the poem “Mary had a Little Lamb”.
      In 1863, Abraham Lincoln proclaimed 
Thanksgiving as a national holiday of “thanksgiv-
ing and praise to God”. However, many don’t 
realize that Thanksgiving evolved from being a 
holiday that “honored the arrival of the Pilgrims” 
to being a “celebration commemorating Family 
and loved ones”.  This evolution brought with it 
many new ways to celebrate the holiday, such as 
watching football games, watching the Macy’s 
Day Parade and spending more time with family 
and friends.     

Happy 
Thanksgiving!

-kAsmirA GALLA

classes, each class assigning about an 
hour of homework. Now there are three 
hours left. Students who participate in 
sports and other extracurriculars spend 
about two hours doing that. Those 
twenty hours of the day are now short-
ened to just one. With just one hour left 
in the day to do what they want, it’s no 
wonder students stay up late at night.
     According to the survey, 72.5 
percent of LHS students reported that 
they feel tired at the start of first period. 
If school started later in the day, that 
would allow students to get a healthy 
amount of sleep and wake up naturally. 

This would result in a more positive energy in 
the classroom, and students could put more effort 
into their schoolwork. If students were able to put 
more effort into their work during school hours, 
there wouldn’t be a need for as much homework, 
freeing time in their day to relax and do what 
they want. This would also allow high schools to 
start at 8:30 a.m.
     Education is extremely important, but it 
shouldn’t completely take over a student’s life. 
There is a difference between giving a healthy 
amount of work that will benefit students, and 
giving so much work that they form unhealthy 
habits to keep up with the demands of school. 
Starting school later in the day would allow 
students to form healthy habits that will prepare 
them for their future.

ChArt by keri CArnAhAn

LHS mock election predicts Trump
 to be 45th President of United States

      In 
light 
of the 
upcom-

ing presidential election, a mock elec-
tion was held at LHS and the results 
were surprising. At the mock primary 
that was held last school year, there 
was overwhelming support from the 
students for the Democratic candidate 
Bernie Sanders. The recent mock elec-
tion flipped the script with the student 
body showing their support for the 
Republican candidate Donald Trump.
     This election was organized by his-
tory teachers Mrs. Small and Mr. Al-
meida. With help from the state, Small 
and Almeida were able to access actual 
ballots and voting machines that will 
be used in the election on November 8. 
The students were even given “I voted” stickers 
after they submitted their ballot.
     Trump won the election with 286 votes, and 
Clinton came in second with 203 votes. Over 100 
students opted to write in their own candidate. 
These write ins varied from options such as 
Harambe or Vermin Supreme to students voting 
for themselves. The other candidates Johnson, 
Stein, and De La Fuente each received a few 
votes as well, but nowhere near that of Trump 
and Clinton.

     Mrs. Small was very pleased by how the 
election ran. She was “grateful for [the] help” of 
the teachers whose “period B classes [assisted] 
with the organization” of the event. She and Mr. 
Almeida were also grateful for the help of De-
partment of State employee Lane Sparkman, who 
works with schools to “understand a bit about 
Rhode Island’s fascinating history and also how 
to be civically engaged.” This includes how to 
vote, the importance of voting, and what our gov-
ernment does. She also made sure to stick  around 
during the election to help students operate the 
voting machines that were provided. 
     This program is relatively new. Sparkman 
said that they’re doing this at a handful of other 
middle and high schools this year, but LHS is 
“the biggest group,” with around 870 participants 
compared to the two or four hundred at the other 
schools they go to.”What we’re hoping to do,” 
she says, “is to continue to use these machines 
in schools, to do student council elections, to do 
other elections that are off the presidential ticket 
years, because one of the things that we really 
try and instill in people is the importance of local 
races.”
      Her office stresses the importance of local and 
state representatives and senators, because they 
have more of an effect on the day to day life of 
citizens, despite the presidential election “getting 
all of the attention.”
     By holding this mock election, students were 
able to get a taste of what it is like to actually 
vote. Many students plan on voting when they 
turn 18 and realize the importance of using their 
vote. Jordan Delisle, a senior at LHS, stated that 

she would vote in the future because 
“people have died to give us this 
right and it’s [our] chance to decide 
who runs our country... [N]ot a lot 
of people get that opportunity.”
      “I can’t wait to vote when I’m 
eighteen,” said Alexa Labossiere, 
a junior who is currently enrolled 
in Civic Responsibility and AP US 
History. “I feel like voting is a really 
important thing,” she continues, and 
she also feels that it would be “real-
ly disrespectful” to all of the people 
that fought and died for the right to 
vote to ignore this civic duty.
    Each student had strong views on 
why they voted for the person they 
did. Senior Vivianna Nava voted 
for Hillary Clinton, “because the 
other option is terrible.” She said 

that “this whole election has been pretty much 
disappointing...but I’m voting for the person that 
I think does the best,” later joking that “whoever 
Michelle Obama is voting for I wholeheartedly 
stand behind her...because I trust her.”
     Angelo Landry, a junior, said that he voted 
for Donald Trump “because although he might 
seem a little erratic on some things, it’s probably 
okay to have an outsider in office,” adding that 
he considers himself a conservative who believes 
that “small government is better than big govern-
ment.” 
     Some students felt strong opposition against 
each candidate and felt that the election was 
almost like a joke, resulting in the large amount 
of write ins. Junior Evan Beretta wrote in Vermin 
Supreme, known for wearing a boot on his head, 
because “he promised everyone a pony and...
that’s kind of what I believe in politically.” 
     Freshman Jessfeli Carmona wrote in Kanye 
West, with Pitbull as the vice president. Both of 
these students felt that the presidential candidates 
were so unqualified that almost anyone else was 
better suited for president. Beretta even acknowl-
edged that his candidate probably ran as a joke, 
but that he’d “love for him to win.”
     Overall, Trump won this mock election, 
surprising some because of Bernie Sanders’ land-
slide victory in Lincoln High School’s previous 
election. This may be because Clinton hasn’t won 
everyone over just yet, and a lot of die-hard Ber-
nie supporters might not have been able to bring 
themselves to vote for the democratic nominee. 
That, and the large number of joke write-ins, 

A student fills out their ballot during our mock election.                  phOtO by mAry Lind
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College Scholarship 
Opportunities for 2017 Grads!

sports
     Lincoln High 
school acquired 
the brand-new turf 

field just last year. It is a vast improvement over 
the patchy field that Lincoln High School was 
previously the not-so-proud owners of. While the 
students and faculty celebrate the school’s new-
est, state-of-the-art addition, nationwide it seems 
that when one brings up the issue of turf fields 
it’s usually met with an overwhelming amount 
of controversy. Many parents of athletes call into 
question the safety of the synthetic playing field, 
but there are others who defend the synthetic 
fields, saying their safety is certain. The debate is 
getting quite heated on whether or not crumb rub-
ber and ultimately the turf itself is carcinogenic.
     It seems that there is one recurring common 
topic: crumb rubber. In the early 1990s the U.S. 
government had a giant issue with how to dispose 
of old tires. They were not able to be piled in 
landfills due to the danger that may arise due to 
the chemicals and other substances that make up 
the tires. We had to turn to alternative methods 
to recycle the crumb rubber in a way that is safe 
for us and the environment. Thus the crumb 
rubber industry sprung forth. The crumb rubber 
is used in turf fields to protect the athletes in case 
of fall and increases the durability of the field. 
Unfortunately, it has its fair share of debate sur-
rounding it.
     Despite the controversy surrounding them, 
artificial fields have becoming increasingly 
popular due to the ease of maintenance and lower 
long term cost. Supporters of crumb rubber cite 
sources that point to no elevated health risks due 
to the ingrained usage of these chemicals in our 
daily life. The studies do not conclusively point 
to a direct link between contracting cancer and 
exposure to crumb rubber. The Synthetic Turf 
Council believes that the possibly harmful chemi-
cals are rendered ineffective due to the process 

that extracts the steel and fiber, thus breaking the 
rubber into tiny pieces. The athletes also had a 
limited response to mutagenicity, something that 
changes your DNA, possibly ruling out cancer 
according to the Environment & Human Health, 
Inc. Proponents of this also push forth that the 
field is bio-friendly because the fake grass has 
no use for fertilizer or pesticide. Furthermore, 
the turf fields also have been proven to do an 
excellent job at protecting the athletes due to the 
significant decrease in the amount of injuries. 
     On the other hand, there have been a number 
of carcinogens found within them. In a recent 
study at Yale University, over 96 chemicals, only 
half of which were non-toxic. From the other por-
tion 20 percent of those are probable carcinogens. 
With blends including arsenic, mercury, and 
benzene it is easy to see where the concern for 
safety arises from. However, the most common 
issue attributed with the turf fields is the irritation 
of the eyes, nose, throat, and skin. It contains 
about 20 well known irritants that may cause a 
rash and other severe 
side effects. People 
nearby the field on a 
hot day may also be at 
risk. Around the field, 
usually catalyzed 
by the heat, vapor-
ized volatile organic 
compounds or VOCS 
are emitted with 
potentially harmful 
effects. These vapors 
can be breathed in or 
possibly absorbed by 
the skin. 
     Principal Kevin 
McNamara explained 
that the decision to 
install the field was 

a few years in the making, due to the condition 
of the field prior to renovation. He expressed his 
unyielding trust in the company that manufac-
tured the turf, and explained that there were many 
statistics and abundant research that the company 
produced in order to ensure the safety of the turf 
on campus.
     The studies conducted have not closed all the 
gaps in the knowledge about the field quite yet. 
The carcinogens within the crumb rubber should 
undergo more extensive studies to ensure there 
is no present danger. The EPA acknowledged 
that “existing studies do not comprehensively 
evaluate” all issues, but as of right now they have 
no hard evidence of risk involved. Conclusively, 
there is no way to tell with the information out 
there if the field is harmful or not. There is plenty 
of evidence supporting both sides, and the studies 
out currently only lead to more questions. With 
the final report on turf coming out in mid-2018, 
the only thing that can tell if certain types of field 
turfs are dangerous is time.

Communities question safety of artificial turf
By MAckeNzie BArAket

Lion’s RoaR staff

       On October 21 senior Samantha Leal was 
honored with the Northern Regional Showcase 
Cinema’s Student of the Month award. This 
award is given out monthly to stand out student 
athletes in Rhode Island, and for the month of 
October Samantha Leal was the winner. 
     Sam is one of just a few athletes who play two 
sports during the same season.  She runs cross 
country and plays soccer as well. Sam’s friends 
and teammates say that she is great at both sports 
she participates in, and doesn’t let the stress of 
juggling sports and school work get the best of 
her. 
     Soccer teammate Lily Loparto said, “One day 
Sam came to our soccer game after running six 
miles at a cross country meet and you couldn’t 
even tell.”
     Balancing two sports and school work is not 
easy but with Sam’s dedication she is able to do 
it all!

Leal receives 
RIIL award

-kAte swAnsOnFerguson Field has been proven to be cancer-free and safe for students. 
phOtO by GAbby CArsOn

Sam Leal plays in a club soccer game. 
phOtO COurtesy Of sAm LeAL
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the unpredictable path of high school, freshmen 
will start to find their life frustrating which is also 
depicted through Avicii’s lyrics of, “So wake me 
up when it is all over”.

     Entering a school with over 800 kids in-
troduces freshmen to all new kinds of people. 
Nobody goes through freshman year without hav-
ing a crush, whether the crush is on a senior that 
will never happen or on someone you might fall 
in love with. Falling hopelessly for someone is a 
part of being that young, naive fifteen year old. 
David Archuleta’s song, “Crush” expresses the 
infatuation over someone through the lyric, “You 
got me hypnotized, so mesmerized”.

     As readers read this they are going through 
memories of their freshman year and easily com-
paring their year to these lyrics finding many mo-
ments that are able to be applied to these words. 
Music describes life through a rhythm.

is cruel, or acts like a bully, [is we] don’t stoop to 
their level… when they go low, we go high”. 
     There is no statement truer than when Mrs. 
Obama expressed that with every word that is 
said, and with every action that is made, public 
figures are setting an example for this nation’s 
children, how they will behave in the future. 
     She went on to describe how a little black boy 
once looked up at her husband, eyes full of hope 
as he wondered aloud, “Is my hair like yours?”
     Representation is real. Seeing a family similar 
to yours become one of the most powerful on the 
planet is a feeling that words are not worthy of.
     It has been said that many voted for Obama 
only because of his race. Well, I guess then in that 
same sense, many didn’t vote for him for the very 
same reason.
     In a short number of literal days, many of our 
parents and even a few of us will be going to the 
polls, and deciding not between Democrat or Re-
publican, left or right. The complicated process 
of what our nation needs cannot be simplified by 
two common colors, or two different animals. 
No, because in this election, and in every election 
that has ever been, it is about giving power to 
someone who is going to shape all our lives, and 
that of our children, for the next four to eight 
years. 
     It’s difficult to see outside of your own 
personal issues, I know. It’s hard for me too. 
We often choose a leader that we feel will suit 
our needs- and not take the needs of others into 
consideration. 
     Our First Lady talked about kids who take the 
long way to school to avoid gangs.  Kids who 
wonder how they’ll ever afford college.  Kids 
whose parents don’t speak a word of English, 
but still dream of a better life.  Kids who look to 
her and her family and other possible leaders to 
determine who and what they can be.
     I agree with every ounce of feeling in my soul 
that when our First Lady said that she wanted, 
and what we should all really crave in this elec-
tion is  “...a President who will teach our children 
that everyone in this country matters –a President 
who truly believes in the vision that our founders 
put forth all those years ago:  That we are all 
created equal, each a beloved part of the great 
American story. And when crisis hits, we don’t 
turn against each other –no, we listen to each 
other.  We lean on each other.  Because we are 
always stronger together.”
     There isn’t a parent on this earth that doesn’t 
want to leave something better for their children. 
That’s one of the ideals we the American people 
have always had to move our country forward. 
An ideal that between two oceans and expanding 
even outside of that lay a country that heroes of 
every color and creed can pass down those bless-
ings of liberty. 
     We didn’t start off that way. I can’t tell you 
that the United States of America has always 
been great- but I can tell you that nobody can 
make something great when it already has earned 
it’s title as so. 
     We may not be perfect- but we are great.
     Generations of bondage, the stinging shame 
of servitude, and the insult of segregation are the 
parts of history that cannot be erased from Ameri-
can history. It cannot go unsaid that our current 
President wakes up each and every morning in a 
house that was built by slaves, and in that time, 
would have been built by him! There is no way 
that the President can watch his two beautiful 
daughters and his beautiful wife greet him in the 
morning, on his way to leading our nation– think-
ing that, this nation isn’t already great. 
     We all take for granted that a woman can be 
President of the United States, and still there will 
be those who will still tell you that we are not 
great. 
     This is, in my opinion, is the greatest country 
on earth. And all I want, is what our First Lady 
wants, a leader who is worthy of that truth.
     Out of everything I have just said, I’m, ironi-
cally enough, not trying to actively persuade 
anyone into voting for any particular candidate 
right now. I believe that is a personal decision, 
and needs to be made yourself, through careful 
consideration of your own thoughts and beliefs. 
     But I will say this: whoever does end up being 
elected, I’m sure she’ll do just fine.

Vivision
From page 2

Lyrics
From page 4

felt more comfortable in the workplace after they 
transitioned. In 2014, the Williams Institute esti-
mated that 15,500 transgenders are members of 
the military serving on active duty, “and there are 
over 134,300 transgender veterans.” Compared 
to 2009 when only 49 companies offered health 
care for transgender workers, in 2012 this number 
improved to 207 out of 636 companies, the Hu-
man Rights Campaign reported.
     When you hear of transgender individuals in 
the news, it is often related to bullying, a suicide, 
murder or rejection. But, there is a whole dif-
ferent side of inspirational stories about people 
coming out as transgender and being loved and 
accepted by their family, friends and community. 
ET Online wrote a story about Ryland, a trans-
gender child, who was born in 2007 as a girl to 
his parents Hillary and Jeff Whittington. Ryland 
was born deaf, but as soon as he learned to speak, 
“he would scream ‘I AM A BOY!’” His father 
says that Ryland felt shameful and uncomfort-
able living as a girl. Both Hillary and Jeff did 
research, and knew that they could not take the 
risk of their child trying to harm himself for not 
being accepted. Today, Ryland is an extremely 
happy and healthy boy, and his parents say that 
compared to other “things that people have to 
endure with their children all over the world, 
this is nothing...this is our family, and this is our 
amazing son.”

Transgender
From page 3

steep for most students and their families. This 
could discourage some from retaking the test or 
from beginning their testing process earlier, so 
they might end up settling for grades that don’t 
illustrate their full potential. As a result, those 
students might have had to attend schools that 
weren’t at the top of their lists. The option to 
alleviate that total a bit may not seem like much, 
but it should be appreciated and taken advantage 
of. Thousands of Rhode Island public school stu-
dents up until this point did not receive such an 
offer, but it could have given many of them more 
of an edge in the admissions process. 
     Another benefit of this plan that will be ap-
pealing to students is the free-pass tenth graders 
receive for PARCC testing. If tenth graders 
choose to take the PSAT in school on the as-
signed date, they do not have to take the PARCC 
test (providencejournal.com). The Rhode Island 
Department of Education and Governor Gina 
Raimondo want to avoid over-testing in students, 
and have recognized the high amount of standard-
ized-tests students receive already.
     Sophomores and juniors, do yourselves a 
favor and take advantage of this wonderful op-
portunity provided by the Department of Educa-
tion and Governor Raimondo. Your test scores 
and your future selves will be grateful.

Testing
From page 3

status. Where the District of Columbia would 
receive two members in Congress, one in the 
House and one in the Senate, that would be given 
the full authority of any other normal member 
of congress as well as be given full financial 
independence. In that way the district wouldn’t 
be overly or under represented and would also 
be able to control its own budget. Although, this 
solution is probably very unlikely primarily due 
to the fact that the national government has spent 
very little if any time trying to come up with a 
resolution even with decades of insistence by 
those who live in Washington D.C..
     Overall, whether a solution is found or not, 
Washington D.C. is a great example of the 
imperfections in the democratic system and the 
United States of America. While today America 
is looked upon as an example for the rest of the 
world to follow, it too has flaws that violate the 
very beliefs it was founded on. While the flaws 
may be fewer and less significant than in other 
countries around the world, the United States is 
not entirely perfect as many people view it to be.

Politics
From page 3

illegal drug overdose deaths from 2012-2015, 
and is steadily continuing to rise, according to the 
Rhode Island government website.
     Health classes at LHS inform students about 
the dangers of drugs, and drugs in general. “Here 
at LHS, we focus on addiction and how it’s a dis-
ease and not just something that people ‘make up’ 
or ‘[isn’t that] serious.’ It is a disease and it has 
serious implications on our body, especially the 
brain.”  Bedrossian also comments that “all types 
of substances” are discussed in health classes, as 
well as the negative impacts they can have on not 
just the person taking the drugs but their friends 
and family too.
     On the national spectrum, overdoses on heroin 
remained steady at about 2,500 deaths each 
year since the 20th century, and it was like this 
for decades. But in 2011, the numbers spiked, 
increasing to nearly 11,000 deaths by 2014.
     However, don’t feel like this epidemic is un-
avoidable and untreatable. Bedrossian comments 
that the best thing to do if you know someone 
who is addicted to drugs is to tell a trusted adult. 
“This person needs to get immediate help wheth-
er it be counseling and/or treatment,” Bedross-
ian states. She urges that students here at LHS 
who do have a problem should see the Student 
Assistance Counselor, Mrs. Kruth. Bedrossian ex-
plains that “she can provide support and is a great 
resource for our students to seek outside help.”
     Bedrossian also emphasizes that a child is 
most influenced at home, stating “parents are the 
first teachers in their child’s life,” and they can 
help prevent drug use. Statistics show when a 
parent talks to their teenager regularly about the 
dangers of drugs, they lessen the chance of their 
child using drugs by anywhere from 40-50%. 
However, only about 25 % of teens report on 
actually having these conversations with their 
parents.
     There will never be a cure for this disease, 
however with treatment, it can be helped. 
Although we still have some work to do, there’s 
always a light at the end of the tunnel.
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that dollars or any other type of bills are worth no 
points, positive or negative! Do not underestimate 
the food drive or coin war. In addition to a means 
of donating to charity, in the end, these aspects of 
Spirit Week have the capability of putting a class 
ahead or bring them down, so it is imperative that 
you participate and follow directions! 
     During Spirit Week, the after school activities 
do not start until the end of the week. However, 
the fun begins the moment the first student steps 
into school on Monday morning. Throughout 
the week the student body dresses up according 
to the chosen dress up days. This years dress 
up days are as follows: Monday- Opposite Day, 
Tuesday- Sports Day, Wednesday- Twin Day, 
Thursday- Tacky Tourists Day, and Friday- 

Spirit Week
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Class Colors Day. The best advice I can give to 
anybody regarding the dress up days is to go all 
out. Find costumes that allow you to show the 
most spirit, be unique and creative, and do not 
be tentative when deciding what to wear. Just go 
for it! Dressing up during the school days allows 
for the classes to get even more excited as they 
approach competition amongst one another come 
the next few days, and it shows the creative side 
of the students. 
     Spirit Week truly is the best week of the 
school year. Yet, in order to fully experience this 
week and all it has to offer you must be open-
minded, involved, and actively participating in 
everything you can. Do not forget how impor-
tant the food drive and coin wars are, and most 
importantly, you must let all your spirit out and 
appreciate your classmates who you celebrate the 
week with. In the end, remember that the essence 
of Spirit Week is unity; it is all about coming 
together with the people you lean on throughout 
the years. 

writer overall. You’ll even do better on assess-
ments in class.
     Reading is important. Everyone knows that. 
Everyone just chooses to ignore it. I realize we 
are all busy humans and that makes it hard to sit 
down and read a book. I get that. I find it hard to 
make time to read at the end of the day. However, 
even if we try to read one day a week, that would 
make us a literate society again. This could be 
the beginning step in moving away from our over 
dependence on technology as well. Picking up a 
good book is like talking to an old friend. All you 
have to do is make the effort.

Reading
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bardi both received eggplants in the mail. “It was 
just so weird,” said Julia, “like my mom walked 
into the room holding an eggplant and said ‘Julia 
I think this is for you’. It had no name no address; 
it was literally just an eggplant that said ‘Hey 
Julia ILY babe.’ It was pretty funny, but I really 
want to know who sent it, considering they know 
where I live.”
    In the Theroux household, Alex elaborated “...
my mom was the one that found my eggplant in 
my mailbox. It said ‘I miss you and I love you 
from anonymous’ on it. I figured it was a joke but 
was mostly just really confused. It was still really 
funny either way.”
     Freshmen Mia Elsie and Leah Leclerc also 
received some purple mystery mail themselves. 
“I found it in my mailbox; it said ‘Hey Mia, ILY 
girl’. I was really confused, but I also thought it 
was funny, and I’m pretty sure it was just one of 
my friends” said Elsie. 
      Leah shared a similar story to the other 
recipients of the eggplants: “My dad came inside 
and said ‘Leah, there’s something in the mailbox 
for you’ and he came in the front door carrying 
a purple eggplant. I was so confused, I have no 
idea why someone would send this to me, but I 
really want to know who it was!”
     Based on the eggplants sent so far there 
appears to  be a lot of love for the students at Lin-
coln High School. However when students were 
asked “If you could send an eggplant to anyone, 
anywhere in the world, what would you say?” 
the responses were very entertaining. A senior 
said, “I would send one to my best friend saying 
‘I hope your neck feels better.’”. Some went for 
a less sympathetic approach, taking advantage 
of the anonymity and replied saying they would 
send an eggplant saying “‘I’m watching you’ 
because I would love to see how someone would 
react to the joke”. 
     Nonetheless, eggplant mail has become a 
new way find out how many people really know 
where you live, and what they would say to you 
if they knew you would never know who sent it.
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secured a Trump victory, showing that students 
are just as divided over this election as those who 
will be voting on November 8th.

Election
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